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Preface
The energy sector is repetitive by definition, and history is littered with examples of market
expansion followed by abrupt and, at times, painful contraction. Unfortunately, the current crisis
differs from previous episodes in several significant ways, primarily because the recent surge in
energy prices shows a future in which a transition to a low-carbon economy that is not properly
managed or stress-tested against scarcity and volatility may result in recurring market crunches
and impede the decarbonization trajectory. The energy market has been ravaged by a plethora of
linked problems.. In retrospect, it appears that the economy would have been better prepared to
withstand the shock if the EU had conducted horizon scanning and worst-case scenario resilience
exercises. Finally, policies focusing solely on emissions reduction have exacerbated the situation.
As the winter season approaches, rising prices exacerbate inflationary pressures, limit post-Covid
recovery objectives, and exacerbate millions of Europeans' energy poverty. To the chagrin of
consumers, the balance between the three dimensions of the energy trilemma - security,
affordability, and sustainability - has deteriorated. If not handled properly, the crisis has the
potential to jeopardize the pursuit of the overarching net-zero emissions target, as well as feed
emerging anti-transition sentiment, sabotaging support for the flagship European Green Deal
(EGD) and undermining the EU's global climate leadership. This emphasizes the importance of
designing and deploying targeted and anticipatory mechanisms to deal with the volatility of the
energy market.

Key terms:
Inflationary: Associated with inflation which is the increase in prices and teh fall of purchasing
value.
Emissions: The releasing of harmful substances to the environment, like gas.
Energy market: Energy markets are national and international regulated markets that deal
specifically with the trade and supply of energy.
Climate: weather patterns that continue to change due to human activity.

General Overview
Weather and economic activity have an impact on gas supply and demand cycles. In both Asia
and Europe, the two main competing markets for liquefied natural gas, the winter season in
2020/21 was unusually cold (LNG). Competition was heightened by a severe supply contraction.
The freezing weather in Texas at the start of the year raised concerns about the resilience of
energy infrastructure to extreme weather events, but it also resulted in a reduction in US LNG
cargoes departing for Asia and Europe at this time to meet increased heating demand. The
situation deteriorated further as the year progressed, with summer heatwaves in Europe, Asia,
and the United States driving up demand for air conditioning.
Drought-induced reductions in critical hydropower generation in Latin America caused even
more LNG cargoes to be diverted away from Europe. Temporary transit issues in the Panama
Canal complicated matters even more.
Furthermore, President Biden's climate ambitions, combined with Wall Street's post-Covid
emphasis on capital discipline, have curtailed capital flows in the shale gas sector, limiting LNG
producers' agility in responding to the surge in international gas hub prices. Due to a lack of
shipping capacity caused by the pandemic, LNG spot shipping rates reached an all-time high of
$200,000 at the start of 2021, compounding the high price environment.
Simultaneously, the implementation of economic stimulus packages accelerated economic
recovery and increased industrial power demand, attracting LNG cargoes to the economies that
were the first to recover from the effects of the pandemic, with China becoming the largest LNG
importer at the start of 2021. (3). According to International Energy Agency (IEA) data, gas
consumption in the EU increased by 25% in the second quarter of 2021 (the largest year-on-year
quarterly increase since 1985). In accordance with free market economics principles, increased
competition for scarce resources resulted in surging benchmark prices.
Wind generation has been severely constrained within the EU due to suboptimal wind
conditions. Wind generation accounts for up to one-fifth of power supply in large parts of the
northern European energy market, particularly in Germany and the Netherlands. Reduced wind
power share in electricity generation has increased demand for gas and coal. The phase-out of
nuclear power in Germany has exacerbated the energy market's tightness. This could portend a
future energy system in which renewable curtailment due to suboptimal conditions cannot be
offset by large-scale batteries and/or adequate baseload power supply.
Wind generation has been severely constrained within the EU due to suboptimal wind
conditions. Wind generation accounts for up to one-fifth of power supply in large parts of the
northern European energy market, particularly in Germany and the Netherlands. The reduced
share of wind power in electricity generation has increased demand for gas and coal. The phaseout of nuclear power in Germany has exacerbated the energy market's tightness. This could

foreshadow a future energy system in which renewable curtailment due to suboptimal conditions
cannot be offset by large-scale batteries and/or adequate baseload power supply. The rate of
replenishment is an important indicator of the energy system's short-term (Winter 2021-22) and
long-term resilience to market tightness and extreme prices. Because of the low inventory levels,
Europe will be vulnerable to long-term market fluctuations. According to some analysts, EU
storage levels will not return to historic levels until next winter, contributing to a sense of
foreboding among both industrial and household consumers.
As more LNG export terminals in the United States come online in the aftermath of Covid-19
and weather-related closures, it will be easier to predict the availability of LNG cargoes to
alleviate demand in the EU. Strategic talks with US LNG exporters about priority supplies to the
EU could be a solution to future supply constraints and excessive competition. These could take
place during the upcoming EU-US Energy Council (planned to take place in early February
2022).
Moreover, while Russia has continued to meet its contractual obligations, Gazprom has appeared
'unable' or 'unwilling' to deliver more . According to Russia's official position, wildfires and
disruptions caused by Covid-19 reduced its gas capacity and discretionary supply volumes in
2021. Throughput from the Yamal pipeline at the Mallow metering point on the German-Polish
border fell to 49 million cubic meters (mcm)/day in July (from 81 mcm/day), reaching a nadir of
20 mcm on August 11 following the Novy Urengoy plant fires.
Gazprom is also legally obligated to replenish domestic gas stocks (which have been severely
depleted following a cold winter) before releasing supplies elsewhere. While some argue that
Russia is attempting to put pressure on the EU regarding the Nord Stream 2 (NS2) pipeline,
current dynamics appear to indicate that, regardless of transportation route, Russian gas
deliveries remain critical to the EU in the short to medium term.
Even if Russia agrees to release additional volumes to Europe, gas storage facilities cannot be
replenished instantly; thus, in the event of a cold and prolonged winter season, demand will
continue to outstrip supply, leading to an escalation of current market tightness dynamics. These
conditions will pave the way for high consumer energy bills, both for industry and households,
potentially leading to social unrest and the closure of manufacturing plants and businesses, a rise
in the price of key staples, and a competitive disadvantage for EU industry, as competitors
(particularly China) replenish gas stockpiles more quickly. Finally, the EU's ambitious climate
agenda and tightening of Emissions Trading System (ETS) rules resulted in a long-awaited rise
in carbon prices, reaching an unprecedented peak of €88/tonne on December 8, 2021. High
carbon prices translate into a high premium for switching from gas to coal; scarcity and soaring
gas prices have prompted utility companies to switch to coal, despite the significant carbon
premium, driving both gas and coal prices even higher and exerting strong inflationary pressures

on the cost of electricity, which is directly linked to the price of gas under the EU's marginal
pricing model.
2 of the main gas suppliers in the world are Norway and Qatar. Norway makes most of its
income from a major gas line that runs through the country also by producing most of the gas
alongside Russia. However, with the sanctions placed on Russia for invading Ukraine, Norway
has become a gas producing superpower on its own. As mentioned before, with Russia being
under sanctions, they no longer export gas; so, Qatar has tried to step up and compensate for
Russia by exporting gas to the EU, which has been a struggle. They are already exporting gas to
China, South Korea, and Japan. Qatar’s involvement is only seen as a part-time solution though.

Current Status Quo
Soaring energy prices amplify inflationary pressures, undermining the post-Covid recovery
curve. The sharp 17.4% increase in energy inflation in summer 2021 resulted in a 13-year
inflationary peak in eurozone economies of 3.4% in September 2021, rising to above 5% in
December. Natural gas prices on the European spot market in September 2021 were 6.5 times
higher than in 2019. The price increased further in October as forecasters predicted a cold winter.
The daily TTF (Dutch hub price, a European benchmark) reached a new high, opening at
€131/MWh, creating a historic anomaly in which gas prices exceeded oil prices. Asia is the EU's
main competitor for gas resources; to attract gas cargoes, European spot prices must outperform
Asian ones; prices in Asia were roughly four times higher than at the same time last year, briefly
reaching $30 million British thermal units (mBtu), proving more competitive and diverting LNG

cargoes away from European markets. The trend was temporarily reversed on December 21,
when gas prices in Europe reached a record €182 MWh, forcing LNG tankers already en route to
Asia to reroute, an unprecedented development. Gas accounts for 22% of European electricity
generation, and rising prices were transferred to consumer bills due to the marginal pricing
model. The key benchmark EU power contract for power doubled in 2021, and wholesale
electricity prices increased to approximately 7.5 times the value of the 2010-2020 averages.
According to Commission analysis, the average wholesale gas and electricity price increases
from 2019 to 2021 (September) were 429% and 230%, respectively. On 21 December, day-ahead
electricity prices reached unprecedented highs, with nearly three-quarters of Europeans paying
more than €400/MWh. This has resulted in steep price increases, constrained output, and
escalating prices of energy-intensive industrial products (aluminium prices reached a 13-year
high of $3,000/metric tonne), protests across the bloc, and the emergence of uncoordinated
palliative measures taken by Member States, often undermining the central tenets of the single
energy market. This amounts to a Rorschach test for the EGD trajectory, revealing a significant
gap in current policy prescriptions in which the goal of reducing gas consumption by one-third
by 2030 is not supported by a credible gas exit roadmap outlining how this can be accomplished.
As current market conditions demonstrate, this myopic approach may prove unsustainable and
jeopardize the transition trajectory. If consumers continue to rely on government subsidies to
protect them from rising prices, budgets will be eroded and recovery efforts will be hampered. It
will also continue to subsidize fossil fuels, which runs counter to the EU's ambitious
decarbonization strategy.

Timeline of Major Events
Autumn 2021
In the autumn of 2021, energy prices rose as tight gas supplies collided with strong demand in
economies recovering from the COVID-19 pandemic. Poland accused Russia of orchestrating the
crisis by deliberately restricting deliveries to Europe. Gas stores in Europe, particularly those
owned by Russia's export monopoly Gazprom, are unusually low. On October 13, the European
Commission will present a "toolbox" of measures that EU countries can use to relieve pressure in
the short and long term.
February 2022
German Chancellor Olaf Scholz announces the suspension of the Nord Stream 2 pipeline project
with Russia on February 22, 2022, in response to Moscow's recognition of two breakaway
regions in Ukraine. The project has long been a source of contention among Berlin's allies in the
United States and Europe, who fear it will increase Germany's reliance on Russia for energy.
Ukraine also fears that if Nord Stream 2, which would transport Russian gas to Germany via the
Baltic Sea, is built, it will lose revenue from gas transit. Russia invades Ukraine on February 24.
Fears of supply disruptions drive up gas and oil prices.
March 2022
On March 2, the European Union disconnected seven Russian banks from the SWIFT banking
transfer system. However, it exempts two major lenders with strong ties to the energy sector,
reflecting the reliance of several EU countries on Russian gas, most notably Germany, Italy,
Austria, and Hungary. The European Commission outlines proposals on March 8 to reduce the
EU's reliance on Russian gas by two-thirds by the end of 2022 as part of a plan to become
independent of all Russian fossil fuels "well before 2030." President Joe Biden bans US imports
of Russian gas and oil on March 8. The EU plans to cut Russian gas imports by two-thirds this
year, and Britain plans to phase out Russian energy imports by the end of 2022. On March 23,
Russian President Vladimir Putin prohibits European gas customers from paying their bills in
dollars and euros, in response to Russia's freezing of $300 billion in foreign currency reserves.
He declares that Moscow will no longer accept payments in rubles from "unfriendly" countries,
including EU members. The European Commission warns EU members that paying in rubles
will violate international sanctions imposed on Moscow. The US and the EU are discussing
alternative energy sources. Washington has agreed to supply an additional 15 billion cubic
meters of liquefied natural gas to Europe this year.
April 2022

On April 27, Russian gas giant Gazprom cuts off supplies to Bulgaria and Poland, a move that
European Commission chief Ursula von der Leyen calls "blackmail." According to her, both the
EU and NATO members are now receiving gas from their EU neighbors.
May 2022
The European Commission will present its €300 billion REPowerEU plan to eliminate Russian
energy imports by 2027 on May 18. The plan consists of three major components: energy
savings, increased renewables, and diversification of European oil and gas supplies. On May 21,
Russia cuts gas to neighboring Finland, which has refused to pay in rubles and has enraged
Moscow by requesting membership in NATO. The Netherlands and Denmark have also been cut
off because they refused to pay in rubles. On May 30, EU leaders agreed to phase out most
Russian oil imports by the end of the year, but postponed a ban on Russian gas.
June 2022
Gazprom drastically reduces daily gas supplies to Germany via the Nord Stream pipeline in midJune, causing prices to skyrocket. In the run-up to the June 23-24 EU summit, which is expected
to grant Ukraine membership candidate status, Gazprom reduces deliveries by 40%, then another
33%, citing a technical problem. Germany moves closer to gas rationing on June 23, raising its
supply alert level to the second of three stages. Other EU members are also looking for ways to
compensate for dwindling gas supplies, whether by finding new suppliers or switching to
alternative energy sources. Austria announces plans to restart a coal-fired power plant, while
France and Italy invest in a massive Qatari gas field.
How will this affect consumers?
Customers who do not have a fixed-price heating and electricity contract are likely to see an
increase in their energy bills. Natural gas not only accounts for one-fifth of Europe's electricity
production, but it is also used for heating and cooking. In 2018, it accounted for approximately
45% of the energy used to heat homes in the EU. Many countries are attempting to assist
consumers as prices rise, with France announcing a series of measures, including a "energy
check," to assist people in paying their rising bills. Spain announced plans to reduce an energy
tax in order to reduce consumer costs, while Italy is also reducing taxes.

Previous Attempts to Solve the Issue
In the short term- To cushion the blow, European governments are offering cash subsidies to
consumers. Sweden became the latest on Wednesday, announcing a 6 billion kronor ($661
million) fund to assist households most impacted by rising electricity prices.
In the long term- More investment in renewables such as wind and solar is the solution.
Nonetheless, officials admit that gas will play a role in the transition for many years.
Suggested Solutions
Weather is an important factor to consider in energy analysis; if the 2021/22 winter season in
Europe is as cold as the previous one (meteorological models seem to indicate that this will be
the case), and in other parts of the world where markets for energy resources are located, this
could exacerbate the current crisis. A deterioration in the security environment in Europe's
eastern neighboring countries would aggravate an already dire situation.

Policies should be aimed at developing mechanisms that can withstand volatile energy market
fluctuations, as well as comprehensively stress-testing the transition process, which is unlikely to
be as smooth as policy rhetoric suggests. Price fluctuations (for example, for oil supplies) have
traditionally been mitigated through strategic reserves, minimum inventory level requirements,
and low-income household subsidies. This approach is also applicable to gas markets. Other
strategies could include increased demand aggregation and collective gas purchasing, as well as
influencing consumer behavior and improving energy efficiency. The following ideas may be
worth considering as the EU continues to deal with the aftermath of the energy crisis and seeks
long-term solutions to the supply-demand imbalances that are expected to accompany the
decarbonization trajectory:
- To avoid self-reinforcing volatility and disruption, as well as the economic damage caused by
price spikes, a collective response within the EU is required, automatically activating solidarity
measures and demand aggregation, as an antidote to the current cacophony of measures (21).
- Demand-side management is a critical measure that should be implemented on a large scale to
reduce non-essential consumption during peak demand. Furthermore, capacity markets have
been widely used in the past to allow for seamless baseload supply without price externalities;
these mechanisms should not be abandoned prematurely. To assess resource agility within the
power system, effective load-carrying capabilities (the ability to perform at peak stress on the
power grid) should be measured.
- Gas imports and pipelines: Relations with Russia face a new litmus test: either Russia takes
advantage of the opportunity to dictate terms to the EU, or the two overcome antagonistic
dynamics and forge a new cooperative relationship (22). Ensuring supply from Russia, whether
via existing routes or the NS2, may be necessary for a long-term solution to further market
fluctuations (23). The current escalation of tensions with Ukraine is concerning and could disrupt
supplies to Eastern Europe, a development not without precedent; thus, the situation must be deescalated. Given Alexander Lukashenko's threat to halt gas deliveries along the Yamal pipeline if
EU sanctions are extended, Russia's leverage could also help to avoid the widespread blackouts
that such a disruption would almost certainly cause. Protecting Azeri gas flows through the
Trans-Adriatic Pipeline is critical, as is moving forward with the upgrade of Algerian pipelines,
reopening the Maghreb-Europe gas pipeline, and moving the East-Med pipeline discussions
forward. While strengthening gas infrastructure may appear to contradict the net-zero emissions
vision, current dynamics clearly demonstrate gas's continued importance, at least in the medium
term. To allay fears that gas infrastructure will become stranded assets, any new infrastructure
development must include support for clean energy carriers such as hydrogen, synthetic gas, and
bio gas.

Guiding Questions
1. How is your country involved/affected by this dispute?
2. How are your country’s relations to the EU?
3. What are some past resolutions that have failed and why?
4. How is the UN tackling this crisis?
5. Has your country ever gone through an energy crisis? How did it deal with it?
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